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We have observed very low disorder in high quality quantum well tubes (QWT) in GaAs-Al0.4Ga0.6As core–
multishell nanowires. Room-temperature photoluminescence spectra were measured from 150 single
nanowires enabling a full statistical analysis of both intra- and inter-nanowire disorder. By modelling individual nanowire spectra, we assigned a quantum well tube thickness, a core disorder parameter and a
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1.

QWT disorder parameter to each nanowire. A strong correlation was observed between disorder in the
GaAs cores and disorder in the GaAs QWTs, which indicates that variations in core morphology eﬀectively
propagate to the shell layers. This highlights the importance of high quality core growth prior to shell
deposition. Furthermore, variations in QWT thicknesses for diﬀerent facet directions was found to be a
likely cause of intra-wire disorder, highlighting the need for accurate shell growth.

Introduction

Semiconductor nanowires have received much attention over
the past decade owing to their potential use in electronic and
optoelectronic devices. Already many nanowire based devices
have been demonstrated, including solar cells,1,2 terahertz
detectors,3–5 field eﬀect transistors,6,7 electrical detection of
cancer markers8 and LED-based devices.9,10 Customisation of
the band gap is essential for such nanowire applications.
While adjusting the alloy fraction of ternary materials such as
AlxGa1−xAs is traditionally used to tailor the band gap of semiconductors, tuning the nanowire band gaps across the full
visible region has proved challenging.11 An alternative method
for tailoring the band gap energy is to take advantage of
quantum eﬀects: by growing a thin layer of lower band gap
material within the higher band gap shell layer, a “quantum
well tube” (QWT), or “radial quantum well”, along the nanowire axis can be produced.
Core–multishell nanowires have previously been fabricated
in a range of material systems from nitride,12 phosphide,13
and arsenide14 based III–Vs, to silicon.15–17 Furthermore, they
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have already been implemented in a range of optoelectronic
devices.18–22 Small changes in the width of the QWT shell
layers result in large changes in the confinement energy with
an associated significant impact on the emitted spectrum.
Control of the size of the core and shell layers, as well as the
intra-wire energetic disorder in each layer, is therefore crucial
to the development of nanowire-based devices. In order to
achieve good repeatability needed for large-scale device manufacturing, it is important to understand the underlying mechanisms causing inter-nanowire variations. For commercial
applications, characterisation of nanowires at room temperature is highly desirable. Previous studies have been carried out
at low temperature to characterise single QWTs,23–25 unfortunately room temperature measurements have, until now,
remained challenging owing to quenching and broadening
eﬀects in the photoluminescence (PL) emission spectrum.
In this report, we have conducted PL measurements on 150
single GaAs/Al0.4Ga0.6As core–multishell nanowires to investigate the statistical distributions of the structural and optical
properties that result from growing a thin GaAs shell layer
(QWT) between two thicker Al0.4Ga0.6As shell layers. We
observe that charge carriers in the QWT are confined in one
dimension, resulting in a blue shift of the allowed transitions
associated with PL emission (ΔE = 0.1–0.3 eV). A simple onedimensional (1D) finite well model for the QWT was
implemented to obtain an estimate of the well width. Furthermore, statistics have been collected on 150 nanowires from 3
diﬀerent samples and used to examine the intra-sample and
inter-sample variations in nanowire thicknesses and defects.
We report low disorders for both the core and QWT and
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discuss correlations between them and their structure. Twodimensional (2D) numerical simulations have also been performed to investigate the eﬀect of introducing geometric distortions and disorder on the optical and electronic properties
of nanowires.
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2. Method
2.1.

Growth method

Core–multishell GaAs/Al0.4Ga0.6As QWT nanowires have been
grown by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition with various
QWT widths in order to investigate energetic disorder.
Trimethylgallium (TMGa), trimethylaluminium (TMAl), and
arsine (AsH3) were used for the source of Ga, Al, and As,
respectively. First, GaAs nanowires were grown on GaAs (111)B
substrates by a two-temperature procedure26 using Au nanoparticles with a diameter of, 50 nm, 100 nm and 100 nm, as
the catalysts of samples we will label, B50, B100 and C100,
respectively. After the 50 nm (100 nm) core growth, the growth
temperature was increased to 750 °C and then a 23 nm
(46 nm) AlGaAs layer was deposited surrounding the core, followed by the GaAs QWT growth by switching oﬀ TMAl. The
thicknesses of GaAs QWTs were controlled by the growth time,
which was 30 and 15 seconds for the B and C samples respectively. This resulted in QWT thicknesses of approximately,
1.5 nm, 3 nm and 2 nm, for the three samples respectively.
The GaAs QWT was then enclosed in another AlGaAs layer
with thickness 16 nm (32 nm). As a result, a GaAs QWT sandwiched between two AlGaAs layers was obtained in the nanowire. Finally, a thin layer of GaAs was deposited as a capping
layer to prevent the oxidation of Al in the AlGaAs shell. The
aluminium concentration has been determined previously to
be 0.40 ± 0.06 in the AlGaAs barriers.23 This was measured by
aberration-corrected high-angle annular dark field scanning
transmission electron microscopy images taken on nanowires
grown by the same method. After growth, the nanowires were
transferred from their growth wafers to quartz substrates by
rubbing.
2.2.

Experimental method

Time-integrated PL measurements were performed at room
temperature using a custom-built microscope. Two 50 : 50
beam splitters were used in the system to observe, excite and
collect PL from the nanowires. Incident light was focused onto
the sample using a 40× infinity objective with a numerical
aperture of 0.65 and the spot size measured to be 1.5 ± 0.1 μm.
The Abbe diﬀraction limit of this setup was approximately
400 nm, small enough to observe single nanowires under back
illumination due to eﬃcient light scattering. Single nanowires
were located by back illumination of the sample and observed
through the same objective used to focus the laser. A Ti:sapphire laser combined with an optical parametric oscillator
(OPO) was used to excite the sample with 100 fs pulses of
532 nm (2.33 eV) photons at a repetition rate of 80 MHz. The
average power used was 3 μW (equivalent to 2.2 μJ cm−2 per
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pulse). Excitation power dependent measurements were taken
to confirm emitted PL was in the linear regime. The PL was
detected using a grating spectrometer and liquid nitrogen
cooled charge coupled device (CCD) array. The system was corrected for spectral response. Reflections and scatter of the
laser from the sample substrate were blocked using a 575 nm
and 590 nm long pass filter. The PL was observed to be strongest at the ends of the nanowires as a result of waveguiding.30–32
The PL from the QWT was sensitive to the position of the incident light on the nanowire33 and measurements were taken at a
position where the emissions from the core and QWT were
approximately of the same order of intensity.

3. Results and discussion
A schematic diagram of the band structure of one of the QWT
nanowires is displayed in Fig. 1a, with the transition energies
from the core and the quantum well tube indicated. A typical
spectrum is shown in Fig. 1b, with the peak of the QWT
shifted higher in energy owing to confinement. This confinement in nanowire heterostructures has been documented previously at low temperature23–25 with some studies of axial
heterostructures reporting this eﬀect at room temperatures.34
We demonstrate this eﬀect at room temperature for radial
heterostructures; and more importantly, using measurements
taken on single nanowires.
3.1.

Model

The carrier lifetime for GaAs/Al0.4Ga0.6As core–shell nanowires
grown using the two-temperature technique26 has been previously measured to be of the order of nanoseconds.27 Following pulsed excitation, photo-injected electrons and holes
rapidly establish a thermal distribution near the conduction
and valence band edges.35 As excitonic eﬀects are weak at
room temperature in GaAs36,37 we assume the PL spectrum of
each nanowire is dominated by band-to-band recombination
in both the core and QWT. To a first approximation, the emission energy spectrum in a 3D semiconductor is proportional
to a Fermi–Dirac distribution multiplied by the density of
states. At room temperature, thermal energies are large
enough that we can approximate this Fermi–Dirac distribution
using the classical limit to a Boltzmann distribution, with an
energy-oﬀset equal to the band gap energy, multiplied by the
joint density of states for the electrons and holes. This approximated distribution can then be used to model the expected
emission peak from the core and the QWT respectively. The
core has a three-dimensional (3D) density of states (DoS), as
the width is large enough such that quantum confinement
eﬀects are insignificant.38 Thus, for the core with band gap,
ECore, we simply fit a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution,


pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E  ECore
BCore ðEÞ / E  ECore exp 
;
ð1Þ
kB T
where E is the energy of the photons measured from the PL, T
is the electron temperature and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
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to model non-thermal broadening. Here the subscript j denotes
either the distribution for the QWT or the core. The disorder
parameter σj p
isﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
related to the full-width-at-half-maximum
(FWHMj ¼ 2σ j 2 ln 2) of the PL spectrum in the absence of
thermal broadening (i.e. in the limit T → 0). The intensity of
each peak is therefore proportional to the convolution of G(E)
and B(E). Thus, we model the intensity of measured PL, I(E), as
a linear combination of the core and QWT intensities,
IðEÞ / GCore ðEÞ  BCore ðEÞ þ GQWT ðEÞ  BQWT ðEÞ:

ð4Þ

From this model, the following parameters could then be
determined:

 the emission energy of the core (ECore) and QWT
e1 !hh1
EQWT
; the disorder parameter of the core (σCore) and QWT
(σQWT); and the electron temperature (T ). The electron temperature extracted from fits to the data (average: 360 ± 60 K)
was significantly above the lattice temperature (290 K) as
expected.41,42 Finally, a finite well model was used to extract
the well width for the QWT. While excited charge carriers do
relax to lower energy states, we have observed that a significant
number of charge carriers have larger energies than the energetic disorder parameter. These carriers can occupy states in
thinner sections of the QWT and therefore we are able to
probe all parts of the QWT and not just the thicker sections.
Further detail on the modelling is included in the ESI.†

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the band structure of a nanowire taken along a
line perpendicular to and intersecting the nanowire axis. The black lines
show the conduction band (CB) and the valence band (VB), with black
arrows depicting the electronic transitions from the core and the QWT
with emission energies ECore and EQWT respectively. The horizontal red
lines show the ground state energies, which are shifted with respect to
the bulk values owing to quantum conﬁnement. The nanowire is composed of: a GaAs core; two Al0.4Ga0.6As shell barrier layers with a GaAs
QWT in-between; and a GaAs capping layer. (b) A PL spectrum from a
typical nanowire from sample B100 (shown on a linear scale). Experimental data is shown as a blue solid line, the model as a red dashed line,
and the core and QWT components of the model as black dashed lines.
The two green dashed lines show the energy gap of the core and the
QWT. The inset shows a schematic of the nanowire showing the GaAs
core, QWT and cap, and the Al0.4Ga0.6As shell barrier layers.

In contrast, since the QWT is confined in one-direction and
hence possesses a two-dimensional DoS, we use a 2D modified
version of the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution,39,40
!
e1 !hh1
E  EQWT
BQWT ðEÞ / exp 
;
ð2Þ
kB T
where the energy gap between the lowest electron (e1) and hole
e1 !hh1
(hh1) states in the quantum well is EQWT
. The nanowires,
however, do not have a perfect structure and so the spectral
peaks are broadened by defects and disorder. In order to parameterise disorder, we introduce a Gaussian distribution:
!
E2
Gj ðEÞ ¼ exp  2 ;
ð3Þ
2σ j
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3.2.

Results

The PL spectrum of a typical single nanowire from sample
B100 is shown in Fig. 1b. The spectrum is composed of two
broad peaks; the peak at 1.42 eV is the emission from the
GaAs core and the peak at 1.55 eV is attributed to a blue shift
in the e1 → hh1 transition in the GaAs QWT layer owing to
quantum confinement. The red dashed line in Fig. 1b is a fit
of eqn (4) to the measured PL spectrum. The fit accurately
reproduces both the core and QWT emission peaks, with only
a minor discrepancy in the low energy tails (<1.4 eV). These
low energy tails probably arise from defect level recombination, aluminium-induced red shifts,43 or residual strain,44 and
have been reported previously for bulk samples.45
The fitted values for the band gap energy and QWT trane1 !hh1
sition energy are ECore = 1.39 eV and EQWT
= 1.53 eV respectively, and are indicated by the two green dashed lines in
Fig. 1b. The fact that these values diﬀer from the peak energies
in the PL spectrum by ∼30 meV highlights the importance of
properly modelling PL spectra from nanowires. In this case the
value of the experimentally observed peaks are shifted from
the true transition energies as a result of two factors: (i) asymmetric thermal broadening37,46 and (ii) the fact the PL emission from the QWT and core overlap spectrally. Both these
eﬀects are accounted for in eqn (4). For example by changing
photo-excitation conditions the relative intensities of the two
spectrally overlapping PL peaks change. Despite changes in
the PL peak positions, our model reveals the same transition
e1 !hh1
energies ECore and EQWT
, irrespective of such changes in relative PL intensity.
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Measurements of the well width were calculated using the
finite well model and are presented in a histogram plot in
Fig. 2. The average widths are 2.1, 4.0 and 2.0 nm, for samples
B50, B100 and C100, respectively. The main source of error in
the calculated quantum well widths is from the uncertainty in
the fitting of the energy of the core and QWT emission peaks.
The lattice spacing of the 220 atomic planes has previously
been measured to be 0.2 nm.27 The standard deviation of the
QWT width of each sample was measured to be 0.32, 0.14 and
0.10 nm. Thus, these results provide evidence of the inter-wire
uniformity and consistency of the QWT layer growth, which is
promising for scaling the production of nanowires.
The disorder parameter we extract encompasses all possible
energetic sources of disorders in our system. Here, we discuss
these contributing factors. Our nanowires were determined to
be twin free,27–29 so structural defects are considered to be
negligible. The main factors contributing to the disorder are
width fluctuations and variations in Al alloy fraction. Both of
these factors aﬀect the degree of confinement felt by charge
carriers in the QWT and therefore the energy of emission on
relaxation of these charge carriers. The width of the GaAs layer
between the AlGaAs barrier layers defines the width of the well
and the Al concentration defines the barrier height. The contribution of Al concentration fluctuations to the disorder has
been calculated to be 68, 34 and 74 percent of the total value
for the B50, B100 and C100 samples, respectively (as detailed
in Fig. S7 of the ESI†).

Using the calculated well widths, a relationship between
both the energy peak and QWT width with the disorder parameter was observed, as shown in Fig. 3a. The larger well
widths are correlated with smaller disorder parameters.
Notably, sample B100 has both a significantly larger well
width than the other two samples as well as a much smaller
disorder parameter. This correlation is expected since variations in the width of a larger well will have less of an eﬀect on
the energy shift owing to confinement, than variations in
width for a smaller well, as discussed later. As observed, averaging this eﬀect over the whole nanowire will give broader
emission lines for smaller quantum wells; the B50 and C100
samples have larger QWT disorders than the B100 sample.
Based on our optical measurements, the average width of the
QWT of sample B100 is 2.0 times that of sample C100, which
was consistent with the growth durations for the QWT in these
samples.
Fig. 3 also highlights the importance of taking single nanowire measurements, as for sample B50, the inter-wire standard

Fig. 2 A histogram of all nanowires measured showing the occurrence
of the QWT widths in each sample, as measured using the modelled PL
spectra. The average widths are 2.1, 4.0 and 2.0 nm, for the B50, B100
and C100 samples, respectively.

Fig. 3 (a) Correlation of the disorder parameter in the QWT with the
width of the well. (b) Correlation of the disorder parameter in the QWT
with the disorder in the core. The dashed lines in both graphs show a
linear least-squares ﬁt of the data.
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deviation of the QWT energy gap is approximately 60 meV,
which is greater than the disorder of a single nanowire
(∼40 meV). This spread in QWT energy gap would have presented itself as a larger disorder had ensemble PL measurements been taken, emphasising the value of single nanowire
measurements. It is important to note that both the core and
the QWT have low disorder on the order of kBT, showing great
promise for use in optoelectronic devices. However, eﬀorts to
reduce the disorder are often restricted by the FWHM of the
emission spectrum being dominated by thermal broadening.47
Fig. 3b shows a correlation between the core disorder parameter and the QWT disorder parameter. It is possible that if
the core has poor morphology this could be propagated
through to the QWT having poor morphology. This gives
incentive to produce nanowires with the best core quality possible, even if only the shell layers of the nanowire are the functional elements. Fig. 3b also shows that the disorder of the
quantum well tube, σQWT, is consistently larger than the disorder of the core, σCore, with a ratio of σQWT to σCore of 3.9, 6
and 4.1, for the B50, B100 and C100, samples respectively. The
larger disorder in the quantum well tube can be attributed to a
few factors. Firstly, the much larger surface area to volume
ratio of the QWT has an eﬀect. The QWT layer has two boundaries with the Al0.4Ga0.6As barrier layers and is much thinner
than the core and is therefore likely to have a higher number
of surface states and defects in a given volume. The ratio of
the surface area to volume ratio of the quantum well tube to
that of the core was 36, 29 and 70, for the B50, B100 and C100
samples, respectively (see ESI†). Secondly, the spectra will also
be broadened by diﬀerent shifts in the QWT energy gap due to
varying thicknesses of the QWT in the nanowire. This is confirmed by TEM images (shown in the ESI†) and previous
measurements, which show fluctuations of the QWT width
around the nanowire.28,48
3.3.

Simulations

To further investigate the microscopic origin of the disorder,
simulations were performed using a Schrödinger-Poisson
solver for semiconductors.49 From these simulations, the band
structure and PL were modelled and then compared with
experiment. Simulation results for a defect-free nanowire, with
a 50 nm core and a QWT width of 4 nm, are presented in
Fig. 4. Charge carriers were generated uniformly in the nanowire, with the lattice temperature set to room temperature, and
simulations were calculated for a stationary state (further
detail is provided in the ESI†). Fig. 4a shows the band structure and charge carrier density taken along a line perpendicular to the nanowire axis. The distribution of electrons and
holes in the nanowire heterostructure are influenced by band
bending, as a result of Fermi level pinning at the surface;
fewer holes than electrons are present in the core, which are
accounted for by an excess of electrons in the QWT. The calculated electron (hole) density over a nanowire cross-section is
displayed in the left (right) of Fig. 4b. From the numerical
calculations, we obtain values for eigenenergies Ee and Eh, and
the occupancy of electrons and holes, ne and nh, in these
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Fig. 4 Vertical grey lines act as a guide for the eye signifying diﬀerent
shell layers. (a) Red and blue lines show the band structure for the conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB) respectively. The two dotted
lines show the electron and hole quasi Fermi levels for an excited state.
(b) 2D colour plot of the density of electrons (left) and the density of
holes (right) for a cross section of the nanowire in an excited state. (c)
Charge carrier densities of the electrons and holes in an excited state.
There is a slight band bending present giving rise to a diﬀerence in distributions for the electrons in the conduction band and holes in the
valence band.

states. Using Fermi’s golden rule,50,51 we then compute an
approximate emission spectrum, I(E), given by,
IðEÞ /

XX
Ee

ne ðEe Þnh ðEh ÞδðE  ðEe  Eh ÞÞjhϕe jϕh ij2 ;

ð5Þ

Eh

where |ϕe(h)〉 is the envelope eigenstate of electrons (holes) of
energy eigenvalue Ee (Eh). The simulated PL for nanowires with
QWT widths ranging from 1.5 nm to 4 nm is presented in
Fig. 5a, showing the expected blue shift with reducing QWT
width. This blue shift in simulated PL is compared with a
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QWT growth can be enhanced on some facets of a nanowire,
leading to a reduction in symmetry of the QWT about the long
axis of the nanowire. Indeed, these eﬀects can be observed in
TEM micrographs of the nanowires used in this study (see
ESI†). In order to investigate the eﬀect of such inhomogeneous
well widths on nanowire PL, two diﬀerent geometries were
simulated: an “ideal” nanowire with uniform QWT thickness
of 3.5 nm; and a “disordered” nanowire with facet thicknesses
varying from 3 to 4 nm. The simulation results are presented
in Fig. 5b. It can be seen that PL emission from the core (lower
energy peak) is largely unaﬀected by geometric distortions;
however, PL from the QWT is significantly broadened by disorder. This sensitivity to geometric distortions is confirmed by
our experimental results ( presented in Fig. 3), and indicates
why the disorder parameter for the QWT is much larger than
that of the core.

4.

Fig. 5 (a) Simulated PL of a selection of nanowires with diﬀerent well
widths ranging from 1.5 nm to 4 nm in increments of 0.5 nm. The inset
shows the energy shift of the ground state due to conﬁnement as a
function of well width. The black crosses are from the simulation results
and the red line is from the 1D analytical model. (b) The green lines
show simulated PL from a nanowire core (Ideal: 50 nm; disordered: 50 ±
2 nm) and the magenta lines show simulated PL from a QWT (Ideal:
3.5 nm; disordered: 3.5 ± 0.5 nm). The lower plot is for a nanowire with
an ideal hexagon geometry. The upper plot is for a nanowire, whose
geometry was distorted from a regular hexagon. The insets in (b) show
the geometry of the nanowire (not to scale). GaAs and AlGaAs materials
are shown in black and white respectively.

simple 1-D model of a quantum well in the inset of Fig. 5a.
Excellent agreement is observed between the full 2D simulation
results (black crosses) and the 1D analytical model (red line),
indicating the validity of the simpler approach used to generate
the results shown in Fig. 2. According to the 2D simulation,
only one confined sub band in the conduction band of the
QWT is possible, leading to a dominant e1 → hh1 QWT transition, which is in good agreement with experimental results
(e.g. Fig. 1). The very small peak at 1.84 eV for the 1.5 nm QWT
is due to a e1 → lh1 transition; this was not observed in our
experimental results, possibly due to broadening aﬀects.
We now consider the eﬀect of variations of the QWT width
on nanowire facets and relate this to the broadening of single
nanowire PL spectra. It has been shown previously28,48 that
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Conclusion

In conclusion, photoluminescence spectra from 150 individual
core–multishell GaAs/Al0.4Ga0.6As nanowires were measured
and a statistical analysis performed. This allowed inter-sample
and intra-sample variations in QWT width and disorder to be
examined. Quantum confinement eﬀects were observed for all
nanowire spectra with two clearly defined peaks being attributed
to luminescence from the nanowire core and QWT. The QWT
widths were calculated from the PL spectra using a finite well
model, and confirmed using a full 2D simulation. The disorder
for the QWT was quantified by modelling the shape of PL
spectra. Disorder was found to be consistently larger in the QWT
(40 ± 10 meV) than in the core (8 ± 2 meV) owing to the sensitivity of PL emission energy on variations of QWT width. Correlations between the disorder in the core and QWT are consistent
with defects from the core propagating to the QWT and highlights the importance of high quality core growth in the quest
for more uniform QWTs. We have demonstrated that measurements of well widths and disorder using room temperature PL
spectra can be a useful method to characterise nanowires containing quantum wells. This shows the suitability of the single
nanowire PL technique for assessing the quality and uniformity
of nanowires prior to their implementation in devices.
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